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‘JUST A TICK’

The Unit's health education curriculum planning survey has been used by 21,736 pupils, 27,365 parents, and 2,785 teachers and health-care professionals associated with 216 schools. These schools are listed by Education Authority. (C.F. = County First; C.I. = County Infant; C.M. = County Middle; C.P. = County Primary.)
Ground rules for sessions
1. Arrive on time
2. Get along
3. Listen to other people's opinions
4. Equal amount of chores for everyone
5. No put-downs
6. Respect each other
7. Enjoy yourself
8. Respect other people's privacy and property
9. Smoking is outside
10. Try to understand and accept people's views

Year 10 pupils were asked to consider if they wanted to be involved in such a project. The response was such that 20 pupils initially showed an interest in the work.

The project's aims
The aims of the project may be stated as follows:
1. To train young people to educate other young people about smoking issues.
2. To overcome the barrier between health professionals and lay person.
3. To allow young people to become active in the learning process, which would help them and others to develop knowledge and skills to make informed choices about their behaviour in relation to smoking.

The three main components of the project were philosophy, knowledge or factual base, and skills training. They met regularly after school, giving their own time freely, and quietly acquired a status and identity, finally calling themselves The 'Stub Club'. At the initial meetings ground rules were established as to how their group would run, and much time was spent listening to the pupils and their ideas and concerns.

We shall give an account of the most important results of these meetings, in case readers have similar experiences to compare or seek guidance for doing a similar project in their school.

First session (23 May 1990)
The aims of this initial session were threefold:
1. To establish contact
2. To gain insight into motives
3. To begin working together

Establishing contact After an initial 'going round' saying who everyone was, they were all very able to talk about the group and why they wanted to have it.

Insight into motives The general consensus was that they wished to help other younger children understand the harm that smoking does. Some suggested working in primary schools.

Beginning working together They had several ideas on how to present work to the younger people:
- Drama
- Art work
- Videos
- Puppetry

They also felt that Assemblies might be a good way of presenting work.

We began compiling a survey, and they gave each other the task of making up a name for the group and designing a sort of logo.

Assessment A fruitful first session. They have got over the initial strangeness and are beginning to listen to each other.

Second session (7 June 1990)
A good proportion of the pupils at this session were new, but some of the original ones were not present.

The aims of this session were threefold:
1. To set ground rules
2. To name the group
3. To begin to share information

Setting ground rules These were established as shown in the box on the left.

Naming the group The name was to be STUB CLUB. A logo would be designed so that they could have it on paper, etc., and they decided to have membership cards.

Beginning to share information This was not achieved.

Assessment Personalities are beginning to emerge from the group, re-stating in a positive way the aims of the group as 'to inform people of the harm smoking does'.

Discussion continues concerning the smoking members of the group - should they stop? Again it was stated that this was not the aim of the group. It was, however, pointed out that the people they talk to may see them smoking, and it may reduce the credibility of the group.

The majority felt that if the smokers wanted to stop they could be given every help and support, but the value of their particular understanding of the smoking problem outweighed the loss of credibility to the group.

They decided on ways in which they could present their work: lectures, drama and plays, talks, videos, rap, songs, leaflets, and using computers.

The weekend course
After the initial meetings, through the generous funding of the Youth Services, a weekend at Ilton House Residential Centre, Oundle, was planned. During this time away, the group would be presented with a whole range of facts and knowledge about smoking (videos, games, leaflets, etc.), and they would consider how best to act as a group when they got back.

The weekend activities lasted from Friday evening until Sunday lunchtime, occupying a total of seven sessions. For this weekend the three adults already involved in the work were joined by Shay Downey (Corby Youth Services).

Introducing Fagsie...

Saturday morning: Session 1
The programme consisted of:
1. Brainstorm and discussion on smoking facts
2. Videos (including Parents against tobacco and Seven ages of a moron, showing the pressure of advertising), followed by discussion

Assessment The introduction to our two youth workers (Carol and Shay) went very well, and they were accommodated into the group with comparative ease.

The brainstorming produced a large amount of information which was discussed and shared. The main points were:

- Smoking kills
- Bad smell/breath
- Lung disease
- Heart disease
- Birth problems
- Passive smoking
- Habit or addiction

The group was a little subdued in this session compared with the previous evening (probably due to lack of sleep and a session on restriction of ground rules), but several people continued to contribute.

They were fairly divided as to the effectiveness of the videos. One was a campaign production, the other a stylised humorous presentation.

Part of the folded two-colour leaflet featuring 'Fagsie', designed during the residential weekend and distributed as part of the Stub Club's campaign.
The discussion revealed that they were concerned about the role of humour in the delivering of a serious message.

**Saturday morning:**

**Session 2**

The programme consisted of studying various resources from the Health Authority, including videos, quizzes, and a smoking machine.

**Assessment** The subdued atmosphere of the first session had been replaced by an atmosphere of anticipation and a willingness to learn. They were very interested in the visual aids and the results coming out of the equipment.

Discussion centred around the brainwashing of knowledge. People are beginning to share ideas.

**Saturday afternoon:**

**Session 3**

We established three groups to work on different projects.

**Orange** This was the largest group, with three things to produce on video: a play, a written interview, and a rap (a rhythmic, musical piece with words that are often spoken, not sung).

**Green** Production of a leaflet, a board game, and a poster.

**Purple** Production of a photoneovel using a camera.

**Assessment** The orange group became the most popular due to the effort and attention given to each topic, setting a high standard for the other groups.

The green group worked on a drama, while the purple group worked on a poster and a video.

**Sunday morning:**

**Session 1**

**Assessment** There was a late start due to sleepiness, but they worked very hard to finish their projects.

**Sunday afternoon:**

**Session 2**

The presentation of their work to each other showed a remarkable quality of work, both in factual knowledge and creativity.

The green group presented a leaflet with a cartoon character called Fagis, which monitors his progress through the facts about smoking. He discusses his approach to dealing with smoking posters.

The purple group produced a photoneovel which, when the photographs were developed, would be printed on laminated boards, with the additional option of creating a leaflet or magazine, specifically aimed at 11–13 year olds.

The orange group produced four videos, all of which needed to be edited. These are The Cancer Brothers (related to the Blues Brothers), Rap, Tall Death Lives, Do Part (a short drama), and Interview with Smokey Sue.

**Assessment** The quality of the work was reflected in the comments of the young people and their obvious pleasure in their work. They accepted the acknowledgment of their work and were eager to discuss how they wanted to use it.

Several people felt that their self-confidence had been raised, while others mentioned some reassurance. They are very protective of their work and have made sure that it is safe.

The final session has ended on a high note.

**Into school, Part 1...**

The Stub Club visited a primary school twice, and found it quite a challenging experience. Initially there were the constraints of a small room, 31 primary pupils, and nine Stub Club members and staff — it was crammed, to say the least! Also initially there was some nervousness on the Stub Club members' part, but this soon melted once they began to work with the children.

The children were naturally and took a group of about six pupils each. After introducing themselves they began by talking about smoking and asking the children about brainstorm. A member of staff then tried to pull it all together by listing the good and bad things about smoking.

The Fagis' leaflets were also given out with the facts on which they were to work (also — a mistake — we gave out the Fagis' handouts, which became a mistake in some cases). They were asked to look at a game we had brought for them, and we instigated a poster design competition.

The first session was completed by starting to watch the video Seven Ages of a Moron — starring Smith & Jones, of TV fame.

**Into school, Part 2...**

The second session was spent evaluating the game we left with them and looking at some of their designs for games to get smoking facts over to pupils. This was followed by a discussion and role-play experience to show them how to say "No" when offered a cigarette.

They enjoyed this, and a Stub Club member integrated with a group of primary girls and took part in their sketch — disregarding his age, size, etc. The winning poster was identified, and finally we finished by watching the concluding part of Seven Ages of a Moron.

There was a real sense of achievement (and exhaustion) in the group when we left this time, and I felt they had finally put into practice much of what they have been trained to do.

**The next step**

Much time was spent on publicising the group (in the local Community Magazine and to parents) and seeking financial support funds to publish the group's leaflets and to buy sweatshirts, badges and so on to make more impact when they present the information to the pupils.

The work this term with Years 7 and 8 will take a similar form, and with funding being available a training weekend for the new Stub Club 91/92 can be planned. We hope to recruit from Years 9 and 10 at the Manor School, and some of the present group as trainers. The project now established should become self-perpetuating, a legacy of concern and action for the pupils in the years ahead.

Contact Mike Rose (Deputy Headteacher), Manor School, Mountbatten Way, Rundes, Wellingborough, Northants. NN9 6JL.

We welcome letters from teachers, governors, parents, school nurses, health education officers, youth leaders, district medical officers, social workers, road safety officers, and resource personnel — and even pupils!  Brief letters may be dictated over the telephone. Just ring us at Exeter (0392) 264722.

---

HEALTH BEHAVIOUR

The Unit's Health Related Behaviour Questionnaire has been completed by 156,813 pupils in 975 schools. These schools are listed by Education Authority. An asterisk indicates a non-Authority school.